OUTBACK SUNROOF

™

ELECTRONICALLY CONTROLLED LOUVRES
The Stratco Outback Aluminium Sunroof offers effortless control of the level of sunlight, shade and weather shielding. When the
louvres are completely shut they form a beautiful ceiling-like interlocking profile giving versatile weather control.
The Sunroof is available in a flat and gable design. It can span up to 3.9 metres for flat, and 7.2 metres for gable designs thanks to
its strong, well-engineered blades. The high gloss powder coated aluminium blades have an inbuilt weather strip to reduce noise
and form a tight seal.
The moving parts use specially designed bushes for whisper quiet performance, and the blades are driven by a powerful 24 volt DC
linear actuator for reliable long life operation. The system has an inbuilt rain sensor that will automatically close the blades if rain is
detected.

Key Features & Benefits
Part of a fully integrated and engineered system for
design flexibility and peace of mind.
Smooth 200mm wide panel which is flat lying when
closed for a clean ceiling-like appearance.
Precision extruded rust-free, single piece Aluminium
blade for hassle free long life.
High gloss powder coated finish in 3 colours – Alpine,
Sand Dune, and Desert, with mill finish available for
commercial jobs or custom powder coating.
Deep 35mm lap and large channels for excellent water
control with drip control stop ends to manage
condensation.
Inbuilt weather strip and improved link pin geometry for
better closing performance and tighter closure with
superior noise control.
Automatic rain-sensing closer for protection of furniture
and personal effects.
Easy to use magnetised remote control with cradle for
convenient weather control.
High gloss rollformed one-piece steel coloured beams
and columns for long life, greater spans and low
maintenance.
Impressive 3.9m flat span and 7.3m gable span
without additional support for unobstructed views.
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